A mechanized device for mounting histological tissue sections.
Traditional methods for mounting tissue sections onto slides are suboptimal as the amount of labor required quickly multiplies with increasing number of samples. Methods to accelerate the tissue mounting process while reducing the associated risk of tissue damage are needed. We designed and 3D printed a mechanized device with an inclined platform used to mount tissue sections onto slides in buffer solution. The main advantage of this design is to reduce the time required for mounting sections as well as minimize the possibility of damaging delicate or thin tissue sections. Using our device, we illustrate and describe in detail the steps required to mount smaller coronally cut mouse brain sections, as well as bigger tangentially cut ferret brain sections. This method's efficiency was assessed by comparing the time required to mount an entire slide of ferret brain sections using our method and the conventional method. Using our device reduced the tissue mounting time by 60%. Compared to existing conventional tissue mounting methods, our device is a simple and user friendly alternative that substantially reduces the time required to mount tissue sections while preserving tissue section quality. Using our device can streamline histological processing and prove to be especially useful for a variety of tissue types as the platform was designed to accommodate different size microscope slides, and thus use for varying tissue section sizes.